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President’s Letter

by Alex Csank, Vankleek Hill
Ahoy!
Because of a looming stoppage of mail delivery by
Canada Post, I am not certain when you will be
receiving this edition of the ARCC Update if you
receive it via the mail. I am hoping that many of
you will sign up soon for our email version of the
newsletter, not just to save a few trees, but also to
ensure that you receive the updates more quickly.
With the summer now in full swing, it seems like
there is at least one car event more than I can
attend every weekend, with many overlapping
events making it impossible to get to them all.
Even on weekday evenings, there are tours and
cruises and gatherings going on all over our big
country. In cities like Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa,
Vancouver, Calgary and Halifax (to name but a
few!) numerous communities, charities and car
clubs host car shows and other events, hoping to
draw crowds, raise money or market products and
services. Recently, Montreal has had several
major car related events, such as the Canadian
Grand Prix, ‘Eurokracy’ weekend, the Fiat
Breakout and much more!

seems that regardless of whether you prefer
taking your Alfa out to a car show, a vintage race,
an autocross, a slow cruise, a social gathering at a
great place to eat or for a tour of some twisty
roads in the country, there’s something available
for everyone.
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Personally, I prefer driving my GTV6 with other
like-minded souls through the countryside,
exploring older, quaint little towns, taking in the
beautiful scenery and discovering new locations.
Sadly, I haven’t been able to do much of that in
my Alfa yet this year. But, that’s about to change!
As I write this letter, I am getting the final
preparations done for our 4th annual ARCC
Raduno Estivo regional gathering, to take place
in and around Kingston on the weekend of the
16th and 17th of July. I am really looking forward
to the drive there and back and to meeting up
with some of you for a weekend of Alfa fun!
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In Ottawa, the annual Italian Car Parade and
celebration of all things Italian kept everyone
busy in mid-June. In the GTA, such events as the
‘Rattlesnake Run’ and many other fun activities
have been keeping car enthusiasts quite busy. It
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By the time you read this, this year’s AROC Alfa
convention in Nashville and the annual Fiat
Freakout near Detroit will be history and we now
have less than a year to go before our Montreal
club (CARM) and ARCC, with the kind assistance
of ARCC Toronto and our Ottawa club (ARCO)
host the 2nd combined Alfa Romeo Owners’ Club
USA (AROC USA) and ARCC convention (‘alfa
expo17’) in Montreal from the 13th through the
16th of July 2017, with pre-convention Alfa tours
running from the 10th through the 12th of July.
Updating you on our progress to date; the hotel
contract is signed and we have secured places to
eat and also to entertain our guests on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday evenings. Reservations have
been made for our track day and we have entered
into discussions with a group of instructors and
track workers to help with our time trials. We
have also begun communications with the group
that runs the Autocross series for the Montreal
area, and have also opened the discussions with
local communities and other car clubs to organize
and run the Concorso. Local musicians have been
contacted to make sure that we have plenty of
good music at our social events, and our only local
Alfa Romeo dealership is strongly committed to
assisting us. We’re also in communications with
FCA, and hope to have their support just as they
supported the AROC USA Nashville convention
in the USA. There is still a lot of work to do but
the basics are now falling into place. We need to
be ready to start taking registrations online by
January 2017 … and that isn’t THAT far away!

Alfa Dogs at the 2016
Canadian Historic G.P.

by Christopher Creighton, Schomberg
For the first time in many years, we had a pretty
good turnout of Alfa Dog cars at this year’s CHGP
at Canadian Tire Motorsports Park, herein after
referred to as Mosport.
Doug Paraschuk was in country and on track with
his beautifully prepared Spider #24, Vytas Svedas
had his dad, Tony’s, #83 GTV and his SVRA
friend, Kevin Corrigan was visiting from
Michigan with his fast white GTV, #195. I made
up the fourth member of the team with Fil, my
trusty, if somewhat ‘used’ looking, #105 GTV.
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Racing began on Friday morning with a fifteenminute practice session. We all managed to make
the grid and back to the paddock unscathed
afterward. Doug was taking it easy as he was
gently breaking in his new engine. Kevin was the
quickest of our group, putting in a 1:51 lap.
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As always, please keep sending me your feedback,
and also your photos, articles and ideas for the
newsletter. George Beston is always looking for
your input for upcoming editions.
Rev high!
Alex,
alfaromeodriveralex@gmail.com

There were 62 cars registered in our
Vintage/Historic over 1.3 litre group. That,
incidentally, is the maximum number of cars
allowed on the track at any time. While it really
didn’t affect practice and of course the inevitable
traffic jams in the corners during qualifying, I
had concerns about race starts.
Qualifying as noted above was a game of weaveand-dodge as the grid contained cars ranging
from the very quick (1:32) to very slow (2:10).
I am usually a mid-pack runner and there was no
exception for this weekend. While I did not have

to be overly concerned about being lapped in
qualifying, I did run into the problem of slow,
wandering cars at the tail end of the grid. More
than once in qualifying, I got bogged behind a
cluster of slow runners, only to have the guys that
I run with, pass me like a line of runaway
shopping carts at the mall. I must admit that
there was some fist shaking on my part during
the qualifying session. At the end of the 20
minute traffic jam, Vytas was leading the Alfa
Dogs with a 1:45, followed by Kevin at 1:47, Doug
at 1:50 and me at 1:52, but I would get quicker,
really!
The final session on Friday was the first race of
the weekend. My concerns about the start were
unfounded as everyone managed to make it
through the first few corners with no contact,
although the same could not be said for the
G70/G90 race. The traffic however, showed no
improvement over the qualifying session. I was
making a good run through the half dozen cars
that I diced with all weekend when I came upon a
pair of very slow MGs forming a mobile chicane. I
chose the wrong side to try a pass and was
rewarded by being caught behind the pair and
passed by 6 cars in quick succession. There may
have been more fist shaking, I don’t recall clearly.
Our finishing order was Vytas in 9th place with
Kevin in 14th and me in 29th. Doug missed the
race as he had thought that we were done for the
day after qualifying and had his car up on stands
to change the oil. He was most displeased.
The rest of the weekend sort of all blends
together. We had 3 races on Saturday and 2 on
Sunday plus the feature ‘VARAC Grand Prix’ race
to finish the weekend fun. By the time that it was
all over, Vytas had moved up to a 1:42 lap time
although he lost his distributor and did not make
the final two sessions. Kevin’s best time was a
1:45. He was centre punched by a spinning MGBGT going into Moss’ corner and suffered a
severely wrinkled left side. Doug’s best was a 1:48
and still running at the end. My best time was a
1:49 – I told you that I got quicker!

Notice the unexpected flames under Doug’s car.
Perhaps due to the large exhaust pipe, a curb and
a dip in the track. Photo by Richard Coburn.
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As Vytas was broken, Kevin was crunched and
Doug was anxious to get packed up for his long
drive home, I was the only Alfa Dog to grid for the
VARAC Grand Prix feature. I spent the entire 25minute race playing cat and mouse with a Bugeyed Sprite driven by Craig Deshane. While I
could run away from him on the straights, he was
all over, and usually past, me in the twisty parts.
I had no idea that those little beggars could
handle like that!
All in, it was a great weekend with just about
perfect weather for racing and lots of cars to play
with. Best of all, I drove Fil onto the trailer under
his own power on Sunday afternoon and that’s
always a great feeling!

AROC 2016 Convention:
Citta della Musica
by Adam Di Carlo, Toronto

The old adage that getting there is half the fun
definitely applies to my trip down to Nashville for
the Citta della Musica convention hosted by the
Tennessee chapter of the AROC in June. Driving
your Alfa is what it’s all about and I believe this is
also why the preconvention tour is so popular.
I decided to take the scenic route with my ’70
GTV to Bowling Green, Kentucky for the time
trials and autocross, the first of my convention
events. I left Toronto on Tuesday – three days
before I had to be in Kentucky – to take the Ohio
River scenic byway southwest. I had never been
to this area of Ohio and I saw firsthand America’s
rust belt. Ohio is/was heavily industrialized and I
passed 5 nuclear reactors, all sorts of derelict and
rusting structures plus the most massive steel
plant I’ve ever seen. It all makes sense as the
Ohio River provided the perfect transport for both
raw materials and finished products.
I camped out on the way down and the first night
stayed in a state park near Chester, West
Virginia on the opposite bank of the Ohio River.
The neat thing about camping on a road trip is
that you spend all of your time with your car in
sight, giving you the maximum time to appreciate

its design – I highly recommend it – it’s just great
waking up in the fresh air and seeing your car
first thing in the morning!
The second day along the Ohio River took me to
Huntington, WV where I headed south on
highway 23 – also known as the country music
scenic byway. I camped out in Yatesville Lake
state park in Kentucky on the second night in a
heavy thunder storm – towels along the inside
door sills kept the GTV floor dry – the same trick
does not work for a tent so make sure you have a
good ground sheet and an air mattress to keep
you out of the water!
The 3rd day presented a great road – highway 80
through the Kentucky Mountains. It was seven
hours of fun driving on hilly roads featuring
hairpins, switchbacks and great pavement. The
GTV steering feels so right and the car turns in so
well that I just can’t get enough of it on those
great roads! There is no question that the car was
designed for curvy roads and no interstate or
parkway driving will ever compare to a two-lane
mountain strada!

My GTV at rest and in good company. Photo by
Adam Di Carlo.
The Friday events in Bowling Green at the
Corvette museum were the time trials and
autocross – the time trials participants got
priority lanes for the slalom and it was great
coming off the track and hitting the autocross for
almost non-stop fun! I had never participated in
two auto sport events on the same day in this
manner, but it was well organized and the
Corvette Motorsport Park is very new and well
laid out. Being only 2 years old the pavement was
perfect!
AROC was on the short track for the TT and it’s a
very technical circuit – you are always looking for
the next apex and setting the car up. There is a
huge sweeper after the front straight that allows
you to build up quite a bit of speed before you
have to brake for a right-hander that goes into
another right-hander and into what they call the
sinkhole. If you are going fast enough your
suspension really unloads as you enter the sink

hole, but you have to try to keep your speed up to
get out of the hole and go hard left aiming at the
grass on the exit from the hole so that you are set
up for the Sees, then into a moderate sweeper
right, back straight past the start finish and a
more than 45-degree corner to get back on the
front straight. The last corner was the hardest to
manage as you brake hard and should be in
second to pull out of it but I kept it in 3rd just to
be sympathetic to the 2nd gear synchro. I was
able to get around the track on my skinny tires in
1:12, which was good enough for first place in G
class – yeah! Fastest times were a tick under a
minute for comparison – but those were race
prepared cars and my car is totally stock except
for the stickers so I was really happy with my
outcome.
The autocross was also well set up – it started
with a cone slalom then into a few esses, a big
sweeper into a very hard left – I was getting lots
of wheel spin on the fun runs in that hard left –
the roar of the Webbers with the accompaniment
of squealing rubber is pretty intoxicating. You
finished up with more esses and a final slalom
before slamming it into the stop box. I ran the
course well enough for a best personal time of
56.5 – good enough for second place in G class!
Yeah X2!
After concluding at Corvette Motorsport Park,
everyone headed to Nashville and the convention
hotel to listen to Wes Ingram host a conversation
with several Alfa owners where we heard stories
of the cars in the parking lot. The format was
excellent as they drove the cars up to a staged
area and the informal chats took place with host
Wes. Featured were Dalmas Green’s gorgeous
Montreal painted arancia, a colour I have not
seen on the car, but which absolutely suits it.
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Next was a Junior Z and those attending with a
similar car were asked to come up to talk about
this outstanding design. Felix Chiu from
Vancouver was the only other Canadian I met in
attendance – he has a Junior Z and he let me
know that these cars were not sold new in Canada
– something I did not know – I believed that most

of the Junior Z cars in the US came from Canada!
It was nice to learn something new about the
history of these amazing little cars. John and
Jolene Justus spoke about their 4C and
emphasized how little space there is to store
luggage. I had a look and let them know that a
tent would fit, no problem!

Tim Gallagher’s beautiful Pininfarina bodied
1900 coupe got a lot of attention. Photos by Adam
Di Carlo.
The Concours was held at the Two Rivers
Mansion on Sunday morning, an old Nashville
estate dating back to 1859 with beautiful grounds
and lots of shade. Notable cars were David
Yager’s 1957 1900 Super Sprint and Gary
Kaberle’s BAT 11dk. A new preservation class
was established for judging this year. One of the
most original award winning cars in attendance
was an Alfetta in dark blue owned by Jim
Boniface. I got to know Jim at the time trials
since we were parked together in the paddock. He
let me know that the original owner was a long
time associate who took good care of the car and
he jumped at the chance to be the next caretaker.
I really appreciate unrestored/original paint cars
and I am very happy to see that AROC has added
this category to the Concours. Perhaps I should
enter my GTV in the class next year and claim
that the original paint on the hood and roof
qualify it at least partially for preservation
status!
After the Concours I headed to the Frist Art
Gallery to see the Bellissima! exhibit, which
included the Alfa Berlina Aerodinamica Tecnica
cars. The convention organizers had arranged the

welcome reception on Wednesday night at the
Frist, but I had missed it as I was on my epic road
trip to the event. Seeing the BAT cars in person
for the first time is impressive and they are front
and centre at the exhibit. Wild in their styling,
they have very high appeal as objets d’art crossing
over into automotive innovation. Pictures do not
do them justice as seeing them in the metal gives
a much better perspective of size and shape –
they have real presence. Another notable Alfa was
the 1946 6C 2500 Pininfarina Special that was
restored at The Guild in Ontario by David
Grainger. In my opinion the significance of this
car is that it moved automotive design away from
pontoon style front fenders to a more integrated
fender and head light design that really took hold
in the ‘50s.
Dinner on Saturday featured Ken Gross, the auto
writer and curator of the Bellissima! exhibit plus
Pieter Hogeveen, the head of Alfa America, as the
speakers. Pieter gave us a commercial on the
launch of the Giulia and let us know that 4C
monocoque is made in the same facility as the La
Ferrari. Ken talked about how he put together the
bellissima! exhibit and outlined the challenges he
encountered in doing so – like the Italians at the
Alfa Museo always saying yes to ideas about
loaning cars, but never really coming through – a
request that would go into them in the late spring
would be delayed because the Italians are on
vacation in August!
The presence of Alfa Romeo at the convention was
great – they had 2 new Giulias on site and you
could get into one of them to get a feel for the car.
They video interviewed me at the time trials on
why I have an Alfa and they had a very good
display at the Concours.

Lots of 4Cs. Photo by Ian Bennett.
I counted 12 4Cs at the convention and met
several of the younger owners. It will take some
time for new blood to enter and supplement the
graying US club, but I could see it happening in
Tennessee. The only cloud I see on the horizon is
that FIAT is in huge financial trouble at the

moment and there are no suitors willing to work
with Marchione on a merger.
The trip home consisted of a shorter route
through Cincinnati and Detroit with one night of
camping outside of Dayton Ohio. The GTV is an
extremely reliable car in my experience and the
only issue over the 3000 km trip was a
speedometer that stopped working – who needs
that anyway! I will repeat some wisdom you have
likely heard about road trips – stay off the
interstate highways as much as possible and you
will enjoy the journey as much as the destination
– maybe even more!

My Nashville 2016 AROC
Convention Adventure
by Elio Comello, P.Eng., Camlachie

Early in 2016 I invited my son Michele (Mike) to
be my co-pilot to attend the Alfa Romeo AROC
convention in Nashville. I booked early but not
early enough for convention room rates. An online
hotel-booking site turned up a Ramada 18
minutes away. Rather than book online, I called
the hotel directly and to my surprise their rate
was better than that offered online making it
affordable in CDN$. I booked!
Mike, an Engineer, works out of his home in
Owen Sound 3 hours away, as a manufacturing
consultant. I planned an itinerary that had us
drive directly from Camlachie to Nashville in an
estimated nine hours. Mike, wiser than his old
man, correctly stated, "Dad, we’re on vacation, I'll
drive to your place, load the car and we'll drive
toward Nashville on Tuesday. At some point we
will have supper and find a hotel to crash for the
night, then on to Nashville.” A call from a client
meant a delay, but at 3:00 pm we were, loaded
and on our way over the bridge to Michigan. At
8:00 pm we looked to stop for the night. A smart
phone lead us to a convenient Super 8 in Dayton,
OH. Again to my surprise, by asking for their best
rate at the counter, it was significantly better.
Dinner in Dayton was followed by a couple of
nightcaps next to the Spider. A faint carrion smell
was noted. Next morning on our way to Nashville
we made a slight side trip to the Jim Beam
distillery. Unfortunately, tastings were in the late
afternoon, so we did a self-guided tour. Weather
was warm but pleasant except a half hour
cloudburst and the car hummed flawlessly
through traffic to our hotel. We then headed to
the Convention hotel to register and attend the
Lane Museum Welcome Reception. Registration
was straightforward ... except that Mike was not
in the computer. Fortunately, I had printed out

my confirmation and my friend Enrique Zuniga
mastered the computer for a correction. We took
the first bus to the Reception at the Lane
Museum.
The Lane Museum was a wonderment of strange,
unique, rare and unusual cars. Classic cars from
all countries including Alfas with many other
Italian marques interspersed. The Reception
dinner was served in the midst of the cars. Tables
were set up with a cash bar and a live music
group. The Lane Museum had an extensive
collection of bicycles of every description including
propeller-assisted versions, of interest to my son,
a bike guy. The most unusual item was an
amphibious canoe that ran on pedal power in the
water and on land. Rare and very collectible Alfas
were scattered about and even an 86 Graduate
was present. FCA featured a new Alfa Giulia with
spokespersons touting it. The car was not open to
the public. It may be available in the fall ... no
Giulietta. At the convention hotel there was a sea
of fabulous Alfas and lots of 4Cs being shown off
by their owners.

The Lane Museum. Photo by Elio Comello.

Alfa Giuliettas in the Lane Museum. Photo by
Mike Comello.

Thursday we headed to Nashville to tour the
historic music strips taking a selfie with Elvis!

smell our pork's butt for miles". They advertised
their meats as being slow cooked and smoked for
24 hours! Brisket, ribs and Carolina pulled pork
and a nightcap of 8-year-old Tennessee whiskey!
"Happy Father's Day" Mike said!
Family and work demands dictated that we leave
Friday for home. Weather was fine, traffic and
construction often present. My co-pilot made good
use of my GPS to route us around traffic jams.
Martellina, my 87 Quad Spider performed like a
champ, covering 2200 kms on 1 litre of 15W40.
Good Convention, but time with my son, priceless!
Epilogue:
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We enjoyed some fine handmade ice cream and a
fabulous lunch at Arnold's, a legendary (lunch
only) BBQ ... cherry wood smoked BBQ chicken,
mesquite smoked brisket, pork with wonderful
seasoning and sauces and the pecan pie was to die
for. Returning to the convention hotel we took in
the tech talks and the BAT 11 presentation and
vendors’ area. Again FCA featured a Giulia
presented by a formidable rep and a long legged
co-host.
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Centerline featured a 4C with their Magnaflow
exhaust. It sounded enchanting, an improvement
on stock if you can believe it. It made me think
hard ... but not hard enough to compensate for the
lack of a manual transmission option which
makes it a non-starter for me. We met up with a
few folks from past conventions, but no
Canadians. In the parking lot gawking at the sea
of Alfas, having a cold one next to my
Quadrifoglio, we noted a smell of carrion.
Heading through traffic to our hotel, we went for
dinner at a fine BBQ place – their logo: "you can

After arriving home, we quickly unloaded the Alfa
and Mike began his 3-hour drive home to Owen
Sound. Saturday morning, cleaning up the car,
again I noted the carrion smell. After backing the
car out of the garage, I searched for the source
with a shop light. On a short run before departing
for Nashville, I remember a flock of birds on the
road that flew away. There was no impact sound
and it was not evident on checking, but a robin
went into the unseen cavity behind my license
plate for a return trip to Nashville! RIP.

Toronto Chapter Cruise Night
by George Beston, Cobourg

Yes, we’re still doing cruise nights. There has
been some concern lately about the use of the La
Paloma parking lot in Woodbridge. It seems that
without explicit authorization from the mall
owners what we’re doing could be considered
loitering. Apparently Thursday night gatherings
have been so large that a complaint triggered the
local police to issue parking tickets at one point.
Our president and someone from the Fiat club
have discussed the matter with the Mall, and it
seems they have no problem with our smaller
gatherings on Tuesdays. Anyway, I’m never
loitering there. I always grab a sandwich at the
California Sandwich shop and usually a gelato
and/or an espresso at LaPaloma. I encourage
others to do likewise!
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Alfa Romeo Club of Edmonton

Upcoming ARCC Events
Regional representatives are requested to send
your 2016 events calendars to the secretary or the
editor for inclusion in the next issue.

Time
Monthly

Event
Alfas & Espresso, LaSalle Alfa

May 15

Gimmick Rally

May 22

St Lambert Antique Auto Show

May 29

Road Adventure

June 11

July 24

Grand Prix Barbeque
Fathers’ Day Veterans
Tribute Car Show
Meet with Scuderia Alfa Romeo

August 21

Wine Tour

Sept 10-11

Lake Placid Road Trip

October 3

Vineyard Tour

October 16

Fall Colours Drive

November 26

Holiday Party

June 19

Regional Events – Eastern Region
Date
June 17-19

Time

Event
Italian Car Day, Ottawa

June 12-19

AROC Convention, Nashville

July 3

FIAT Breakout, Montréal

July 15-17

Raduno Estivo, Kingston

July 27-31

Fiat Freakout, Auburn Hills

August 6

Italian Car Day, Woodbridge

September 25

Raduno Montebello

Time

Event

Calgary Alfa Marque Society
Date

Club Alfa Romeo de Montréal
Date
1st Saturday

Date

Time

Event

Toronto Chapter
Date
May 23

Time
9 am

Event
Victoria Day Pancake Drive

June 5

10 am

Canadian Warplane Drive

June 7

7 pm

Cruise Night

June 17-19

TBD

Vintage Festival & Drive

June 26

10 am

Rattlesnake Run

July 5

7 pm

Cruise Night

July 10

10 am

Sun Collision Event

August 2

7 pm

Cruise Night

August 21

10 am

Italian Gathering

September 6

7 pm

Cruise Night

September 11

10 am

Wine Tour & Drive

October 4

7 pm

Cruise Night

October 16

9 am

Fall Colours Drive

November 26

6 pm

Holiday Dinner Party

Alfa Romeo Club - Ottawa
Date
April 19

Time
6 pm

Event
ARCO AGM

May 28

2 pm

Car Christening and BBQ

October 16

10 am

End of Season Drive and BBQ

February

7 pm

Annual Pot Luck Dinner
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